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2Introduction:	  top-‐quark	  mass	  measurement

However,	  there	  exist	  unclear	  theoretical	  
uncertainty	  which	  originate	  from	  the	  fact	  that	  
the	  reconstructed	  mass	  is	  not	  the	  pole	  mass	  
(so-‐called	  MC	  mass).

M
rec. 6= mpole

t

Direct	  reconstruction	  methods

CMS	  Run-‐I:	   mt = 172.44± 0.13± 0.47 GeV
stat.	  0.07% syst.	  0.3%

by	  O(1	  GeV)?	  	  ΛQCD?

Top-‐quark	  mass	  measurements	  in	  a	  sub-‐GeV-‐level	  accuracy

Precise	  determination	  of	  theoretically	  well-‐defined	  mass	  is	  required
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Compare	  theoretically	  calculated	  cross-‐section	  
in	  the	  MSbar/pole	  mass	  scheme	  and	  the	  
observed	  cross-‐section	  at	  experiments.

Pole	  mass	  from	  the	  total	  cross-‐section

Top-‐quark	  pole-‐mass	  measurement

20 9 Limits on stop quark pair production

with D representing the total uncertainty on each of the measurements and Dmt± an additional
uncertainty due to the difference between the mass hypothesis mMC

t in the MC and the top-
quark pole mass estimated by shifting the fitted curve by ±1 GeV in mMC

t and recording the
difference in stt̄.

The predicted dependence of stt̄ on the top-quark pole mass at NNLO+NNLL is determined
with TOP++ employing different PDF sets setting aS = 0.118± 0.001: NNPDF3.0 [53], CT14 [54],
and MMHT2014 [55]. Additionally, uncorrelated uncertainties of 1.79% (7 TeV) and 1.72%
(8 TeV) are assigned to the predicted cross section values to account for the uncertainty on
the LHC beam energy [5]. The predicted stt̄ is represented by an asymmetric Gaussian prior
with width Dp,±, comprising PDF, aS, and the beam energy uncertainty summed in quadra-
ture, convoluted with a box prior to account for the uncertainty from the renormalization and
factorization scales in the prediction [9]. The convolution is given as

Lpred(mt, stt̄) =
1

C(mt)

 
erf

"
s(h)

tt̄ (mt)� stt̄p
2Dp,+

#
� erf

"
s(l)

tt̄ (mt)� stt̄p
2Dp,�

#!
, (5)

where s(h)
tt̄ and s(l)

tt̄ denote the upper and lower predicted cross section values, respectively,
from variations of the renormalization and factorization scales. The normalization factor C(mt)
assures that max(Lpred) = 1 for any fixed mt.

Figure 9 shows the corresponding likelihoods for measurement and prediction employing
NNPDF3.0 at

p
s= 7 and 8 TeV, as a function of mt. The product of the two likelihoods, see

Fig. 10 is used to fit the mass value by maximising the likelihood simultaneously with respect
to mt and stt̄. The extracted top quark pole masses using different PDF sets are listed in Table 5.
The contributions from uncertainties on the CT14 PDF set are scaled to 68% confidence level.

mt(7 TeV) mt(8 TeV)

NNPDF3.0 173.4 ±2.0
2.0 GeV 173.9 ±1.9

2.0 GeV
MMHT2014 173.7 ±2.0

2.1 GeV 174.2 ±1.9
2.2 GeV

CT14 173.9 ±2.3
2.4 GeV 174.3 ±2.2

2.4 GeV

Table 5: Top quark pole mass at NNLO+NNLL extracted by confronting the measured tt̄ pro-
duction cross section at 7 and 8 TeV with predictions employing different PDF sets.

Finally, a weighted average is calculated, taking into account all systematic uncertainty correla-
tions between the measured cross sections at 7 and 8 TeV and assuming 100% correlated uncer-
tainties for the theory predictions at the two energies. The resulting top-quark pole masses are
listed in Table 6 and are in good agreement with each other and the world average value [56].

mt

NNPDF3.0 173.6 ±1.7
1.8 GeV

MMHT2014 173.9 ±1.8
1.9 GeV

CT14 174.1 ±2.1
2.2 GeV

Table 6: Combined top quark pole mass at NNLO+NNLL extracted by confronting the mea-
sured tt̄ production cross section with predictions employing different PDF sets.

9 Limits on stop quark pair production

The SUSY models predict the existence of scalar Supersymmetric partners to all SM fermions.
A light stop quark, with a mass at the TeV scale, could contribute to the cancellation of the

NNLO	  +	  NNLL
Czakon,Fielder,Mitov	  (13),

maybe	  hard	  to	  improve	  
because	  of	  these	  errors



4Top-‐quark	  mass	  measurement	  at	  future	  e+e-‐ colliders
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Short-‐distance	  mass	  can	  be	  precisely	  measured	  by	  “threshold	  scan”	  
at	  future	  e+e-‐ colliders	  [ILC,	  FCC-‐ee,	  CLIC,,]

NLO

NNLO

NNNLO

M1S = 2mt +�E

Renormalon-‐free	  relation	  between	  the	  short	  
distance	  mass	  and	  the	  (1S)	  resonance	  mass

• Threshold	  cross	  section	  at	  N3LO	  in	  NRQCD
• N3LO	  relation	  between	  pole	  mass	  and	  MS	  mass
• Direct	  conversion	  from	  the	  peak	  energy	  to	  the	  MS	  mass

Beneke,Kiyo,Marquard,Penin,Piclum,Steinhauser	  (15)

Marquard,Smirnov,Smirnov,Steinhauser	  (15)

Kiyo,Mishima,Sumino	  (15)

�
tot

(s) / Im
h
G(~0,

p
s+ i�t)

i

�mfit ⇠ 30 MeV, �mscl ⇠ 20 MeV, [�m↵s ⇠ 40 MeV]
�↵s = 0.0006

Y.Kiyo,	  F.Simon Top@LC2016



5Toponium production	  at	  hadron	  colliders

Color-‐singlet

Color-‐octet

Mtt dist.	  near	  the	  threshold	  at	  LHC

• Factorization	  formula	  into	  three	  parts:	   Beneke,Falgari,Schwinn (09)

• 1S0 in	  gluon	  fusion,	  while	  3S1 in	  e+e-‐.

• Dominantly,	  Toponium decays	  via	  the	  decay
of	  constituent	  top	  quarks.

• Production	  rates	  ~	  1	  pb/GeV;
effect	  to	  the	  total	  cross	  section	  ~	  1%.

Hagiwara,Sumino,HY (08);	  Kiyo	  et	  al.	  (08);	  
Beneke,Falgari,Schwinn (11,12),,,	  

Bound-‐state	  effects	  in	  pp	  → tt +	  X

K:	  hard	  vertex	  correction
FISR:	  ISR[FSR]	  correction	  kernel

Annihilation	  decays	  not	  yet	  considered	  seriously

�gg ' mt↵
5
s ' 10�3 · 2�t [��� ' 10�5 · 2�t]

Kats,	  Schwarz	  (10)	  	   qq

�(tt̄) ' 2�t



6Diphoton signal	  near	  the	  top-‐pair	  threshold

Naive	  estimation	  by	  σ×Br:

On	  the	  other	  hand,	  total	  event	  rate	  (observed)	  is	  
@	  mγγ ~	  350	  GeVd�/dm�� ⇠ 1� 2 [fb/GeV]

�pp!(tt̄) ⇥B(tt̄)!�� ' 10�2 [fb/GeV]
1 [pb/GeV] 10�5

S/N	  ~	  0.01	   ⇒ naively,	  we	  need	  O(104)	  fb-‐1

We	  study	  the	  gg→γγ process	  near	  the	  top-‐pair	  threshold	  
by	  including	  the	  bound-‐state	  effects	  (which	  interfere	  
with	  other	  contributions).	  

Experimentally,	  simple:	  photon	  energy	  &	  momentum	  in	  good	  accuracy	  	  	  
Theoretically,	  clean:	  colorless,	  no	  FSI;	  1S	  resonance	  mass	  →	  short-‐distance	  mass
(Conceptually,	  similar	  to	  the	  threshold	  scan	  method	  at	  e+e-‐ colliders.)

Based	  on	  this,	  we	  propose	  a	  new	  method	  to	  determine	  the	  
top-‐quark	  mass	  at	  hadron	  colliders.	  	  	  



7Diphoton production	  at	  hadron	  colliders

① qqbar	  annihilation

② gluon-‐fusion	  

③ Fragmentation	  photon	  contributions

④ Fake	  photon	  contributions

O(↵2)

O(↵2↵2
s)

Dominant	  (after	  appropriate	  cuts),	  
QCD	  corr.	  known	  up	  to	  NNLO	  (K~2-‐3)

Same	  order	  as	  NNLO	  of	  ①,	  
phenomenologically	  large	  due	  to	  the	  large	  
gluon	  PDF.

hadron	  jet	  tagged	  as	  photon,,,

known	  up	  to	  NLO;	  Diphox

312 T. Binoth et al.: A full next-to-leading order study of direct photon pair production in hadronic collisions

process qq̄ → γγ, see for instance Diagram a. The com-
putation of NLO contributions yields O(αs) corrections
coming from the subprocesses qq̄ → γγg, gq (or q̄) → γγq
(or q̄) and corresponding virtual corrections; see for ex-
ample Diagrams b and c.

Yet it also yields the leading order contribution of sin-
gle fragmentation type (sometimes called a “Bremsstrahl-
ung contribution”), in which one of the photons comes
from the collinear fragmentation of a hard parton pro-
duced in the short distance subprocess; see for example
Diagram d. From a physical point of view such a photon
is most probably accompanied by hadrons. From a tech-
nical point of view, a final state quark–photon collinear
singularity appears in the calculation of the contribution
from the subprocess gq → γγq. At higher orders, final
state multiple collinear singularities appear in any subpro-
cess where a high pT parton (quark or gluon) undergoes a
cascade of successive collinear splittings ending up with a
quark–photon splitting. These singularities are factorized
to all orders in αs according to the factorization prop-
erty, and absorbed into quark and gluon fragmentation
functions to a photon Dγ/q or g(z, M2

f ) defined in some
arbitrary fragmentation scheme, at some arbitrary frag-
mentation scale Mf . When the fragmentation scale Mf ,
chosen to be of the order of the hard scale of the sub-
process, is large compared to any typical hadronic scale
∼ 1 GeV, these functions behave roughly as α/αs(M2

f ).
Then a power counting argument tells that these con-
tributions are asymptotically of the same order in αs as
the Born term qq̄ → γγ. What is more, given the high
gluon luminosity at LHC, the gq (or q̄) initiated contribu-
tion involving one photon from fragmentation even dom-
inates the inclusive production rate in the invariant mass
range 80 GeV ≤ mγγ ≤ 140 GeV. A consistent treatment
of diphoton production at NLO thus requires that O(αs)
corrections to these contributions be calculated also; see
for example Diagrams e and f. They have not been in-

corporated in [7–9], and we compute them in the present
work.

The calculation of these corrections in turn yields the
leading order contribution of yet another mechanism, of
double fragmentation type; see for example Diagram g. In
this case, both photons result from the collinear fragmen-
tation of a hard parton. In order to present a study of
consistent NLO accuracy, NLO corrections to this double
fragmentation contribution, see for example Diagrams h
and i, have to be calculated accordingly. This is also done
in the present article.

We call “two direct” the contribution given by the
Born term plus the fraction of the higher order corrections

Binoth,Guillet,Pilon,Werlen	  (‘00)

Catani	  et	  al.	  (12),	  Campbell	  et	  al(16)

③ &	  ④ are	  reducible	  
by	  photon	  isolation	  cut Frixione	  (98)



8gg ! �� amplitude	  in	  the	  SM

= +	  (2-‐loop)	  +	  …In	  the	  SM,	  

quarks

Mgg!�� = 4↵↵s�
a1a2

" nfX

i=1

Q2
fMq(pi,�i) +Q2

tMt(pi,�i;mt)

#

One-‐loop	  amplitudes	  known	  since	  a	  long	  time	  ago;	   Karplus,Neuman(‘51);	  De	  Tollis(‘64,’65);	  
Costantini,De	  Tollis,Pistoni(‘71);	  
Combridge(‘80);	  Dicus,Willenbrock(‘88);	  
Bern,Morgan(‘96),,,

(same for �� ! ��, �g ! �g)

Mq is	  a	  function	  of the	  scattering	  angle	  θ	  only;	  	  
Mt is	  a	  function	  of	  θ and	  s/(4mt

2).

Two-‐loop	  amplitudes	  known	  only	  for	  massless-‐quark-‐loop Bern,	  Dixon	  et	  al.	  (01,02)
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+'

Threshold	  expansion:	  	  	  define	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  and	  expand	  amplitudes	  by	  vv ⌘
q

1� 4m2
t/m

2
��

Mt ' At(✓) + Bt ·G(0)(~0, E + i✏) +O(v2)

where	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  with E = m�� � 2mt ' mtv
2G(0)(~0;E) = �m2

t/(4⇡)
p

�E/mt

At and	  Bt are	  real
Imaginary	  part	  emerges	  from	  G(0) for	  E>0	  ↔ on-‐shell	  ttbar	  state	  
Bt is	  independent	  of	  θ (∵ On-‐shell	  ttbar	  state	  is	  spin-‐singlet)

non-‐relativistic	  Green	  function	  for	  the	  free	  ttbar	  system

t

O(1) O(v)

gg ! �� amplitude	  near	  the	  top-‐pair	  threshold	  



10gg ! �� amplitude	  near	  the	  top-‐pair	  threshold	  

with	  QCD,	  bound-‐states

Large	  QCD	  corrections	  arise	  near	  the	  threshold	  due	  to	  the	  bound-‐state	  formation

⇢
�r2

mt
+ V (r)

�
� E

�
G(~r, E) = �3(~r)

Green	  function	  is	  evaluated	  by	  solving	  the	  Schrodinger	  
equation	  with	  QCD	  potential

Fadin,Khoze	  (87);	  Melikov,Spira,Yakovlev	  (94)

G(0)(~0, E + i✏) ! G(~0, E ⌘ E + i�t)
no	  QCD,	  free	  ttbar

-7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2
E [GeV]

0

500

1000

1500

µ = 20 GeV

µ = 40 GeV

µ = 80 GeV

µ = 160 GeV

G
NLO

(0;E+iΓ
t
) in the MS scheme

m
t
 = 173 GeV, Γ

t
 = 1.498 GeV

Im[G]

Re[G]

need	  both	  Re	  and	  Im of	  Green	  fnc.	  →	  renormalization	  



11Numerical	  results:	  	  
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It	  shows	  a	  dip	  and	  a	  bump	  below	  the	  threshold	  (due	  to	  the	  interference)

• Shape	  is	  stable	  under	  the	  scale	  variation	  in	  the	  Green	  fnc.

• Overall	  normalization	  uncertainty	  ~	  10%

• Another	  20%	  normalization	  uncertainty	  due	  to	  the	  μR/μF variation

NLO	  Green	  fnc. S.Kawabata,HY;	  
see	  also	  Chway,Dermisek,
Jung,Kim,	  arXiv:1512.08221

gg→γγ



12Higher-‐order	  corrections,	  uncertainties

Mt ' At(✓) + Bt ·G(~0, E) +O(v2)
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energy-‐independent
→	  affects	  normalization	  only

threshold	  structure	  
comes	  from	  G

small	  corrections
v2 ⇠ E

mt
⇠ O(1%)

At
(1) is	  missing,	  need	  2-‐loop	  calc. N3LO	  Green	  fnc.	  already	  known

• ISR	  gluon	  have	  to	  be	  included,	  
which	  can	  alter	  the	  event	  kinematics	  
and	  may	  change	  the	  slope	  a	  bit

• PDF	  choice,	  PDF	  scale	  uncertainty	  
are	  negligible	  on	  the	  shape

NLO	  Green	  fnc.



13Top-‐quark	  mass	  from	  the	  diphoton	  mass	  spectrum

Top-‐quark	  mass	  can	  be	  extracted	  by	  measuring	  the	  position	  of	  the	  dip	  and	  bump.	  

Proper	  mt (and	  Γt)	  dependence	  is	  predicted	  by	  including	  the	  bound-‐state	  effects
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mt dependence	  in	  the	  gg→γγ mass	  spectrum	  
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14Estimation	  of	  experimental	  accuracy

We	  study	  the	  experimental	  accuracy	  of	  determining	  mt by	  performing	  a	  fitting	  
of	  the	  simulated	  mγγ spectrum.	  

Signal	  :	  gg→γγ process	  predicted	  by	  our	  calculation	  
BG	  	  	  	  	  	  	  :	  qqbar annihilation,	  frag.-‐photon	  events	  generated	  by	  Diphox (LO)

F (m�� ; a,,mt) = Nevt

h
(1� )(1� x

1/3)a/NBG + f̄gg(m�� ;mt)
i

fitting	  parameters

NBG(a,m0,m1) =

Z m1

m0

dm��(1� x

1/3)a

x = m��/
p
s ATLAS-‐CONF-‐2016-‐081

• Fitting	  function	  consists	  of	  a	  smooth	  analytic	  fnc. and	  the	  predicted	  gg→γγ fnc.
→	  flexible	  about	  BG	  shape

• Ratio	  of	  the	  signal	  event	  to	  the	  total	  diphoton event	  is	  assumed based	  on	  the	  
theoretical	  calculation	  of	  both	  the	  signal	  and	  BG	  cross	  sections,	  and	  treated	  as	  
one	  of	  the	  fitting	  parameters	  in	  the	  fitting.	  

• Expected	  number	  of	  events	  is	  obtained	  by	  scaling	  the	  observed	  data.	  



(1) qq:  LOgg:  LO 7%  - 11%

(2) qq:  NNLOgg:  LO 4%  - 7%

(3) qq:  NNLOgg:  (N)LO 7%  - 10%

15

• NLO,	  NNLO	  corr.	  to	  qqbar→γγ are	  known	  to	  large	  [K=2~3],
and	  depend	  on	  the	  photon	  Isolation	  cut.	  

• NLO	  corr.	  to	  gg→γγ has	  been	  known	  to	  be	  slightly	  mild	  [Bern,Dixon et	  al.(01,02)],
but	  the	  neglected	  contribution	  found	  to	  be	  sizable	  [Campbell	  et	  al.,1603.02663].

• NLO	  corr.	  to	  the	  massive-‐quark	  loop	  unknown	  yet.

Simulation	  set-‐up

Signal	  ratio	  at	  the	  LHC	  13	  TeV:
Campbell	  et	  al.,1603.02663

We	  take	  5%	  to	  10%	  for	  the	  LHC

Higher-‐order	  corrections	  to	  the	  signal	  and	  background	  normalization

theoretical ideal may be difficult to achieve with a detector
of finite granularity, and taking into account the transverse
extent of the photon’s electromagnetic shower !13". Never-
theless, we shall study the behavior of Higgs boson signal
and background for a few versions of the smooth cone crite-
rion as well.
The fragmentation contributions are technically involved

to compute at NLO. Their implementation requires, for ex-
ample, all the one-loop four-parton matrix elements and tree-
level five-parton matrix elements, as well as convolution
with fragmentation functions. Fortunately, a flexible program
is available, DIPHOX !17,25", which incorporates at NLO the
quark annihilation direct subprocess, plus single and double
fragmentation. It also contains the gluon fusion subprocess at
leading order. We have used DIPHOX to produce all the non-
gluon fusion contributions to pp→##X for the case of stan-
dard cone isolation. These were then combined with the re-
sults of our NLO implementation of gluon fusion. $We have
also checked the DIPHOX implementation of the leading order
gluon fusion contribution against ours, and they agree per-
fectly.% For the case of smooth cone isolation, where frag-
mentation contributions are absent, we have implemented the
qq̄→## direct subprocess at NLO ourselves, as well as the
gluon fusion subprocess.
Since we are computing only a selection of the contribu-

tions to pp→##X at order &s
2 and &s

3 , we should make a
few remarks about contributions we have omitted, at least
those appearing at order &s

2 . Figure 2 indicates a few such
contributions. Perhaps most worrisome at first glance is the
tree-level cross section for gg→##qq̄ , as shown in Fig.
2$a%. This subprocess can utilize the large gluon-gluon lumi-
nosity, is only of order &s

2 , and has not yet been computed to
our knowledge. In addition, it can be enhanced by #q col-
linear singularities if the isolation cut is not too severe. It has
a double collinear singularity related to the g→qq̄ splitting
process, so that this contribution should depend on the fac-
torization scale through terms proportional to &s

2(ln'F)n
with n!1,2. Although this contribution alone does not can-
cel the full dependence on 'F to order &s

2 , it does cancel the
terms in d(/d(ln'F) that are enhanced by two factors of the
gluon density and are potentially the largest. Therefore, it is
reasonable to consider the gg→##X contributions as a first
approximation to the full NNLO calculation. A study of the
similar subprocesses, gg→WVqq̄! where V!# or Z, was
recently carried out, with the conclusion that their effects are
actually quite small, 5% or less $and negative%, with respect

to the lower-order contributions of the qq̄ and qg initial
states !27". Assuming that these results also hold for the ##
final state, our neglect of gg→##qq̄ should be tolerable.
Other order &s

2 corrections to the quark annihilation sub-
process include the two-loop virtual corrections shown in
Fig. 2$b%, which also have been computed recently !28", and
real corrections, such as from qg→##gq in Fig. 2$c%. The
numerical implementation of these corrections involve dou-
bly unresolved parton configurations and remain to be per-
formed. Because the qg→##q amplitude provides such a
large NLO correction to the quark annihilation subprocess,
the order &s

2 contributions arising from the qg initial state
could be reasonably important. The qg initial-state contribu-
tions may be more tractable than the full order &s

2 corrections
to the quark annihilation subprocess, because of fewer soft
gluon singularities.
There are actually three other ways for the quark box

responsible for gg→## to contribute to the pp→##X cross
section at order &s

2 . The quark box can be incorporated into
the one-loop qg→##q amplitude shown in Fig. 2$d%, which
can then interfere with the tree-level qg→##q amplitude.
However, such a contribution only gets to utilize one gluon
distribution function at small x, not two. It is likely to be
smaller than the other order &s

2 qg initial-state contributions
just mentioned, given that it lacks both initial- and final-state
singularities. $The loop and tree amplitudes each have
square-root collinear singularities, but they appear in differ-
ent collinear limits, so that the phase space integral of the
amplitude product remains finite.% The quark box contribu-
tion to the crossed process qq̄→##g is also infrared finite,
and lacks any small x gluon enhancement, so it should be
even smaller than the qg→##q case. Finally, there is a two-
loop virtual correction to qq̄→## containing the quark box
$not shown here%, which can interfere with the tree amplitude
at order &s

2 . This particular correction is also infrared finite,
and does not benefit from any small x gluon distribution.
Numerical evaluation of the expression in Ref. !28" shows
that its magnitude never exceeds 0.3% of the Born quark
annihilation cross section $its sign is negative for all relevant,
central scattering angles%, so we are justified in neglecting it.
In this paper we also investigate the effects of isolation

cuts and other kinematic features of the Higgs boson signal
vs the QCD background. Intuitively, one might expect the
irreducible background to diminish more rapidly than the
signal as one imposes more severe photon isolation require-
ments for the following reason: The largest component of the
irreducible background, for typical isolation cuts, comes
from the subprocess qg→##q , even after we include the
NLO corrections to gluon fusion. The qg-initiated subpro-
cess has final-state singularities when the quark is collinear
with either of the photons, which of course require some
kind of photon isolation to make finite. Thus, the contribu-
tion of this subprocess can be significantly reduced with
tighter isolation cuts. On the other hand, the dominant Higgs
boson production process, gg→HX , even at higher orders
where additional partons are radiated, clearly does not give
rise to partons that are preferentially near the photons.

FIG. 2. Sample diagrams for contributions to pp→##X which
are not treated in this paper, although they are of order &s

2 : $a% the
tree-level subprocess gg→##qq̄ , $b% doubly virtual correction to
qq̄→## , $c% doubly real correction to qq̄→## , of the form qg
→##gq , and $d% the process qg→##q via a quark box.

ISOLATING A LIGHT HIGGS BOSON FROM THE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D 66, 074018 $2002%

074018-3



(1) qq:  LOgg:  LO 30%  - 40%

(2) qq:  NLOgg:  LO ~  10%

(3) qq:  NLOgg:  (N)LO ?

16

Signal	  ratio	  at	  the	  FCC	  100	  TeV:

We	  take	  10%	  to	  30%	  for	  the	  FCC

The smooth cone isolation prescription is as follows: we consider a cone of radius
r =

p
(�⌘)2 + (��)2 around each photon and we require that the total amount of hadronic (partonic)

transverse energy ET inside the cone is smaller than ET max(r),

ET max(r) ⌘ ✏� p�
T

✓
1 � cos r

1 � cos R

◆n

, (26)

where p�
T is the photon transverse momentum; the isolation criterion ET < ET max(r) has to be fulfilled

for all cones with r  R. The isolation parameters are set to the values ✏� = 0.05, n = 1 and R = 0.4
in all the numerical results presented in this section. In Ref. [300] it was shown that implementing
✏� = 0.05 the effects of the fragmentation contribution are under control, in the sense that the NLO cross
section obtained with the smooth cone isolation criterion coincides with the corresponding NLO cross
section obtained with the standard cone isolation criterion at the percent level.

Fig. 75: Integrated diphoton invariant mass distribution, over different mass ranges. We display the
full NLO cross-section, inclusive of the box contribution at the lowest order (O(↵2

S)), with the different
partonic channels present at this perturbative level.

In Fig. 75 we present our results for the integrated invariant mass distribution. While for low
values of M�� the box contribution (formally O(↵2

S)) is of the same order of the LO qq̄ contribution
(O(↵0

S)), for large values of the invariant mass, the LO cross section is at least one order larger than the
box contribution. Moreover, notice that for large values of the lower cut in the diphoton invariant mass
(Mmin

�� > 400 GeV), the contribution to the cross section due to partonic channels containing at least a
gluon (in the initial state) is negligible with respect to the qq̄ channel. This is mostly due to the greater
impact of the isolation cut, which affects directly processes like qg ! qg��, where, to have a large M�� ,
one of the two photons is preferentially radiated by the final state quark.

We note that the cross-section is of the order of a several tens of ab for M�� >⇠ 8 TeV, meaning of
order 1000 events for the expected integrated luminosity (20-30 ab�1).

In Fig. 76 we show the integrated diphoton transverse momentum distribution requiring |MH �
M�� | < 4 GeV (MH = 125 GeV). The restriction of the diphoton invariant mass to this interval is kept
in all plots of interest for Higgs physics . The notation NLO vs NNLO refers here to the order at which
the inclusive �� + X process is evaluated, namely O(↵S) and O(↵2

S), respectively. In this language,
NLO is actually the first order at which the photon pair develops a transverse momentum, and NNLO is

91

Physics	  at	  100	  TeV:	  SM	  process,	  1607.01831

• NLO,	  NNLO	  corr.	  to	  qqbar→γγ are	  known	  to	  large	  [K=2~3],
and	  depend	  on	  the	  photon	  Isolation	  cut.	  

• NLO	  corr.	  to	  gg→γγ has	  been	  known	  to	  be	  slightly	  mild	  [Bern,Dixon et	  al.(01,02)],
but	  the	  neglected	  contribution	  found	  to	  be	  sizable	  [Campbell	  et	  al.,1603.02663].

• NLO	  corr.	  to	  the	  massive-‐quark	  loop	  unknown	  yet.

Higher-‐order	  corrections	  to	  the	  signal	  and	  background	  normalization

Simulation	  set-‐up



17Simulation	  study:	  LHC	  13	  TeV,	  3	  ab-‐1

Total	  #	  of	  evt ~	  400,000	  
for	  mγγ =	  [300,	  400]	  GeV	  

χ2 dist as	  a	  fnc.	  of	  mt

Mean    173.7
RMS     1.909

 [GeV]tm
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250 Mean    173.7
RMS     1.909

mγγ histogram	  with	  1-‐GeV	  bin

Best-‐fit	  mt histogram	  in	  ToyMC
→	  show	  a	  peak	  at	  correct	  mass,	  

but	  not	  a	  clear	  Gaussian

RMS	  or	  SD	  of	  “forced”	  Gaussian

~	  2	  GeV	  (κ=0.1),
~	  3	  GeV	  (κ=0.05)

Mean      174
RMS     2.964
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18Simulation	  study:	  FCC	  100	  TeV,	  1	  or	  10	  ab-‐1

Total	  #	  of	  evt ~	  106 /	  107
for	  mγγ =	  [300,	  400]	  GeV	  

Best-‐fit	  mt histogram	  in	  ToyMC

→	  behave	  clear	  Gaussian

RMS	  = Gaussian	  SD	  
~	  0.20	  GeV	  /	  0.06	  GeV	  (κ=0.3)	  
~	  0.42	  GeV	  /	  0.20	  GeV	  (κ=0.1)

Mean    173.1
RMS    0.4229
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Mean      173
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mγγ histogram	  with	  1	  GeV	  bin

L	  =	  1	  ab-‐1,	  κ	  =	  0.3 L	  =	  1	  ab-‐1,	  κ	  =	  0.1

L	  =	  1	  ab-‐1 /	  	  10	  ab-‐1

L	  =	  1	  ab-‐1,	  κ	  =	  0.3

L	  =	  10	  ab-‐1,	  κ	  =	  0.3
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dominant	  source	  would	  be	  the	  photon	  energy	  scale

[LHC]	   �msyst.
t ' mt · �E�/E� . 1 GeV

[FCC]	  	  	  not	  designed	  yet,	  hopefully	  better	  than	  LHC

Syst.	  err.

Stat.	  err. [LHC]	  	  	  ~	  2-‐3	  GeV	  at	  3ab-‐1 (quality	  of	  fitting	  may	  not	  be	  so	  good.)	  

[FCC]	  	  	  	  0.2-‐0.4	  GeV	  [0.06-‐0.2	  GeV]	  at	  1ab-‐1 [10ab-‐1]

[LHC]	  	  	  δmt	  ~	  2-‐3	  GeV,	  statistic	  dominant	  

[FCC]	  	  	  systematic	  dominant,	  depend	  on	  the	  detector	  performance
naively	  expect	  O(0.1)	  GeV	  

More	  studies	  on	  the	  fitting	  procedure	  and	  the	  width	  measurement	  will	  come	  soon

Total	  exp.	  err.

~0.5%	  in	  ATLAS,	  
0.1-‐0.3%	  in	  CMS

Summary	  of	  experimental	  errors

S.Kawabata,	  C.B.Park,	  HY,	  in	  progress
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Polygamma function is written as

 (1� ) = ��E �
1
X

n=1



n(n� )

= �2�E �  (1 + )�
1
X

n=1

22

n(n2 � 

2)
. (82)

The last term in the second line gives a series of resonance poles at E = E

(0)
n ⌘ �mta

2
/(4n2)

with its residue described by the wave function at the origin squared, | (0)
n (0)|2 ⌘ (mta)3/(8⇡n3).

Thus, the Green function is expressed by extracting the resonance contributions as

G(~0;E + i�t) = Gcont.(~0;E + i�t) +
1
X

n

| (0)
n (0)|2

E

(0)
n � (E + i�t)

, (83)
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Dip	  position	  comes	  from	  the	  peak	  in	  Re[G]

Theoretical	  errors	  on	  the	  mass	  determination

The	  scale	  uncertainty	  of	  the	  relation	  is	  20~40	  MeV.
(based	  on	  the	  1-‐loop	  amp	  &	  (N)LO	  threshold	  corr.)

Top-‐massGreen	  func.	  ⇔
Toponium mass

Diphoton	  mass	  
spectrum	  (dip&bump)

PDF	  choice,	  PDF	  scale	  uncertainty	  are	  negligible.

Todo list	  for	  refinements:
• Two-‐loop	  gg→γγ,	  one-‐gluon	  emission
• Events	  with	  associated	  jets
• Photon	  isolation	  cut	  dependences	  



21Theoretical	  errors	  on	  the	  mass	  determination

Top-‐massGreen	  func.	  ⇔
Toponium mass

Diphoton	  mass	  
spectrum	  (dip&bump)

Toponium	  energy-‐levels	  and	  the	  wave	  fnc.	  at	  the	  origin	  are	  calculated	  up	  to	  N3LO,
with	  the	  knowledge	  of	  the	  3-‐loop	  QCD	  potential and	  the 4-‐loop	  relation	  between	  
the	  pole	  mass	  and	  MSbar	  mass. Penin,Steinhauser;Beneke,Kiyo,Schuller;Kiyo,Sumino;

Anzai,Kiyo,Sumino;Smirnov,Smirnov,SteinHauser;
Marquard;Smirnov,Smirnov,Steinhauser

[GeV] Toponium energy-level Green fnc. peak

µ M
(0)
1S M

(1)
1S M

(2)
1S M

(3)
1S

\Re[GNLO]
\Im[GNLO]

20 345.65 343.34 343.29(39) 343.28(30) 342.30 343.59

40 343.62 343.58 343.40(46) 343.30(35) 342.52 343.79

80 341.97 343.39 343.45(49) 343.36(41) 342.33 343.58

160 340.61 342.99 343.39(41) 343.39(43) 341.95 343.23

�µ 5.04 0.59 0.16(10) 0.11(13) 0.57 0.56

TABLE V. Toponium energy-level in the renormalon-free MS-mass scheme, and the peak of the

real part and imagnary part of the NLO Green function where the resonance poles are evaluated

in the MS-mass scheme. mt = 163.15 GeV, �t = 1.5 GeV.

µ [GeV] M
(1)
1S � \Re[GNLO] M

(1)
1S � \Im[GNLO]

20 1.04 -0.25

40 1.06 -0.21

80 1.06 -0.19

160 1.06 -0.24

�µ 0.02 0.06

TABLE VI. Di↵erence of the 1S resonance mass and the peak of Green function in the real and

imaginary parts, as well as their scale dependence in the MS-mass scheme. We setmt = 163.15 GeV

and �t = 1.5 GeV.
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Good	  convergence	  in	  the	  MS	  mass	  scheme
due	  to	  the	  renormalon	  cancelation

δNNNLO ~	  0.1	  GeV
[while	  δpole	  ~	  0.4	  GeV	  in	  the	  pole-‐mass	  scheme]

→ Theoretical	  error	  of	  determining
MSbar mass	  ~	  0.1	  GeV

spin-‐singlet
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Top-‐quark	  MSbar-‐mass	  can	  be	  measured	  from	  the	  diphoton mass	  
spectrum	  at	  hadron	  colliders.	  

@	  LHC	  3ab-‐1,

@	  FCC	  1	  [10]	  ab-‐1

�msyst.
t ⇡ 1� 0.1 GeV

�mtheo.
t . 0.1 GeV

• Expected	  precision	  at	  the	  LHC	  and	  FCC	  100	  TeV colliders	  are

• For	  the	  realistic	  measurement,	  more	  theoretical	  and	  experimental	  
studies	  have	  to	  be	  performed.

�mstat.
t ' 2� 3 GeV

0.2� 0.4 [0.06� 0.2] GeV

Experimentally,	  simple	  &	  clean:	  photon	  energy	  &	  momentum	  in	  good	  accuracy	  	  	  
Theoretically,	  clean:	  colorless,	  no	  FSI;	  well-‐developed	  NRQCD	  formulation;	  

1S	  resonance	  mass	  →	  short-‐distance	  mass
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Width	  dependence

From	  the	  shape	  of	  the	  threshold	  structure,	  
top-‐quark	  width	  can	  be	  directly	  measured.

Available on the CERN CDS information server CMS PAS TOP-16-019

Contact: cms-pag-conveners-top@cern.ch 2016/09/23

Bounding the top quark width using final states with two
charged leptons and two jets at

p
s = 13 TeV

The CMS Collaboration

Abstract

A direct bound on the top quark decay width is presented, obtained by analysing
12.9 fb�1 of proton-proton collision data collected at

p
s = 13 TeV by the CMS ex-

periment at the LHC. The measurement is performed by partially reconstructing the
kinematics of top quark candidates from final states containing at least two charged
leptons (electrons or muons) and at least two jets, where at least one jet is identified as
stemming from the fragmentation and hadronization of a b quark. The observable is
compared to the simulated expectations for different top quark width scenarios using
a likelihood technique. Under the hypothesis of a standard model-like top quark the
measurement yields limits at the 95% CL of 0.6  Gt  2.5 GeV, with an expected
limit at 0.6  Gt  2.4 GeV for a top quark mass of 172.5 GeV.

CMS	  PAS	  TOP-‐16-‐019Direct	  constraint	  in	  dilepton channel:	  

�t = 1.41+0.19
�0.15 GeVCurrent	  PDG	  value: by	  using	  Br(t→Wb)	  

and	  Γ(t→Wb)	  from	  single-‐top	  Xsec.	  

LHC	  → no	  constraint,	  	  	  	  FCC	  →	  directly	  measurable	  
S.Kawabata,	  C.B.Park,	  HY,	  in	  progress

�(tt̄) ' 2�t
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one-‐loop
(known)

two-‐loop
(not	  known)
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Scattering	  energy	  (mγγ)	  dependence	  of	  the	  amplitude,
plotted	  in	  the	  complex	  plane
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Glue to light signal of a new particle

Dongjin Chway,1, ⇤ Radovan Dermı́̌sek,1, 2, † Tae Hyun Jung,1, ‡ and Hyung Do Kim1, §

1
Department of Physics and Astronomy and Center for Theoretical Physics,

Seoul National University, Seoul 151-747, Korea

2
Physics Department, Indiana University, Bloomington, IN 47405, USA

Any new particle charged under SU(3)C and carrying electric charge will leave an imprint in
the di-photon invariant mass spectrum as it can mediate gg ! �� process through loops. The
combination of properties of loop functions, threshold resummation and gluon pdfs can result in a
peak-like feature in the di-photon invariant mass around twice the mass of a given particle even if the
particle is short-lived and thus it doesn’t form a narrow bound state. Using recent ATLAS analysis,
we set upper limits on the combined SU(3)C and electric charge of new particles and indicate future
prospects. We also discuss the possibility that the excess of events in the di-photon invariant mass
spectrum around 750 GeV originates from loops of a particle with mass around 375 GeV.

Introduction. As demonstrated by discoveries of the Z
boson and the Higgs boson, a resonance is the cleanest
signal of a new particle as long as its branching ratios to
visible modes are nonzero. However, many popular mod-
els including minimal supersymmetric standard model or
models with various top-partners predict particles that
can be produced in pairs. For the pair production, the
searches highly depend on decay modes of a given particle
and there are known scenarios in well motivated models
which are di�cult to see directly even if production cross
sections are sizable. In principle, a model can always be
constructed in which a new particle cascade decays to
complex final states consisting of soft particles and pos-
sibly missing energy, or the particle has a large number
of possible final states with small branching ratios to in-
dividual ones. Signatures that are less model dependent
or do not depend on decay modes at all are therefore an
integral part of searches for new physics.

In this Letter we show that any particle charged under
SU(3)C and carrying electric charge will leave an imprint
in the di-photon invariant mass spectrum as it can me-
diate gg ! �� depicted in Fig. 1. The minimal e↵ect of
particle X (we use X = F for a fermion and X = S for a
scalar) on di-photon spectrum depends only on its mass,
MX , and the combination of its SU(3)C Dynkin index,
TRX , and electric charge, QX , given by

CX = NXTRXQ2

X , (1)

where NF is the number of Dirac fermions and NS is
the number of complex scalars in case there are more
than one particle with the same quantum numbers and
similar masses present or the particle is a multiplet under
additional symmetry.

If the particle X is su�ciently long lived to form a
narrow bound state then the standard bound state for-
malism is applicable [1–5] and a clear resonance (with
ultimate enhancement factor . 100 for �X . 10�4MX)
is expected just below 2MX . However this is not the case
if the particle X is short-lived which is typical for two-
body decays. For example, the lifetime of the top quark

(�
top

' 0.8%m
top

) is shorter than toponium formation
time. Nevertheless even in this case we show that the
e↵ect of particle X can be seen.
For su�ciently large CX , the e↵ect appears as a peak-

like shape near 2MX with fairly large width as a result
of properties of loop functions, threshold resummation
and parton distribution functions (PDFs). For smaller
CX the interference with standard model (SM) quarks in
the loop of Fig. 1(b) is important which results in a dip
around 2MX . Therefore, di-photon searches, especially
when the spectrum is measured well with large luminos-
ity, can place strong limits on a variety of new physics,
even on scenarios that could otherwise avoid direct de-
tection. Every particle charged under SU(3)C that have
an electric charge leaves its mark in the di-photon spec-
trum and in principle, with infinite precision, we could
see every one within the energy reach of a given collider.
Current limited data [6, 7] only allow us to see new par-

ticles with su�ciently large CX and thus, in this Letter,
we focus on the region of CX where interference e↵ects
are small. We will show the range of CX as a function
of the mass of the particle X already excluded by mea-
surements of the di-photon spectrum without ever per-
forming direct searches for such particles. We also show
future prospects when larger data samples are collected.
Finally, we briefly discuss the CX needed for a particle
with mass around 375 GeV to explain the excess of events
in the di-photon spectrum around 750 GeV.
Glue to light. The individual 1-loop diagrams of a
scalar and a fermion mediating gg ! �� are shown in
black in Fig. 1. The gauge invariance guarantees that the
combined amplitude vanishes at

p
s = 0, since, as a result

of Ward identity, it is proportional to external momenta.
Corresponding loop integrals include propagators of the
loop particle and they become enhanced in regions of
the phase space that allow the loop particle to be on-
shell. When the scattering energy allows two propagators
in the loop to be simultaneously on-shell the amplitude
gets significantly enhanced compared with the case below
the threshold. This, combined with rapid suppression of
gluon PDFs with increasing

p
s, is the origin of the peak-
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FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams for gg ! �� with scalar (a)
and fermion (b) loop. Twisted topologies are not
shown. Grey gluons indicate ladder diagrams.

like shape near 2MX . In addition, resummation of ladder
diagrams, shown in grey in Figs. 1, further enhances the
e↵ect near the threshold.

The amplitude for gg ! �� mediated by particleX can
be written as A = CXÂX , where the ÂS(F )

is common
for any scalar(fermion); the cross section scales as C2

X
for di↵erent X. Our numerical calculation is based on
FeynArts, FormCalc and LoopTools [8] and we use cteq6l
data set for the gluon PDF [9]. We do not take into
account the e�ciency in di-photon selection (⇠ 50%) and
K-factor from gluon fusion production (expected to be
⇠ 1.5), which do not change the shape of the signal.

Near the threshold, where X and X̄ are slowly mov-
ing, the ladder diagrams in Fig. 1 are essential since the
n gluon ladder exchanges between X and X̄ close to on-
shell give a factor of (↵̄s/v)n where ↵̄s is the strong
coupling at the exchanged gluon momentum scale and
v is the velocity of X and X̄ [10]. The 1-loop am-
plitude can be well separated into relativistic and non-
relativistic parts near the threshold [4]. Then the re-
summed results are obtained by replacing free Green
function of XX̄ system by the one which satisfies non-
relativistic Schrödinger equation of QCD Coulomb po-
tential [1–3]. When the electric charge of the particle X
is large (& 2), QED Coulomb potential should also be
taken into account. The result of resummation depends
on the quadratic Casimir of X and its decay width �X .
In setting limits, we take a conservative approach and
assume X to be the color triplet which gives the smallest
quadratic Casimir and we do not include photon ladder
exchanges. We also choose �X = 1%MX as a reference
and comment on �X dependence of the results.

The di↵erential cross section for gg ! �� at 13
TeV LHC mediated by SM quarks and the new scalar
(fermion) with mass of 365 GeV and CS = 10 (CF=5) is

FIG. 2: The di↵erential cross section for gg ! �� as a
function of di-photon invariant mass m�� for MX = 365
GeV and �X = 1%MX with CS = 10 for a scalar (top)
and CF=5 for a fermion (bottom) shown in red: solid
lines are 1-loop approximation away from threshold and
resummed result near the threshold while dashed and
dotted lines are their extensions beyond the valid
region. The light red lines are threshold resummed
results for MX = 125, 250 and 500 GeV. The thin black
line is the SM 1-loop result for gg ! ��. The black line
is the fitting function to pp ! �� from ATLAS [6].

shown with red lines in the top (bottom) plot of Fig. 2
with the threshold region magnified in the upper right
corner. The solid red lines are 1-loop approximation away
from threshold and resummed result near the threshold.
We also show the threshold resummed results for di↵er-
ent choices of MX (light red lines) which indicate that
the relative size of the signal of a new particle to the SM
background is larger for smaller MX . Finally, the thin
black line is the SM 1-loop result for gg ! �� and the
black line is the fitting function to pp ! �� from the
recent ATLAS di-photon analysis [6].

Approaching the threshold, the 1-loop result cannot
be trusted since the next order correction grows as ↵̄s/v;
we nevertheless show it in Fig. 2 in dashed even when
larger than 25% error is expected. On the other hand, the
resummed result, which is accurate at the threshold, gets
correction proportional to v away from the threshold.

No	  excess	  in	  the	  spectrum	  gives	  a	  general	  constraint	  
on	  the	  presence	  of	  new	  particles	  in	  the	  loop	  at	  mγγ~2mX.

Scalar	  loop:

Chway,Dermisek,Jung,Kim,
1512.08221v2

Assumption	  on	  the	  width	  of	  X:

�X = 1%(3%)mX

Independent	  of	  the	  decay	  of	  X	  
→	  good	  for	  the	  degenerated	  scenarios	  or	  individual	  decays.	  	  

NX :	  #	  of	  Dirac	  fermion	  
or	  Complex	  scalar
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Alternative	  methods	  

Many	  alternative	  methods	  have	  been	  proposed	  such	  as	  
MT2,	  B-‐hadron	  decay	  length, J/ψ,	  tt+j,	  B-‐jet	  energy	  peak,	  
leptonic	  observable	  methods,,,	  

Some	  of	  them	  have	  been	  examined	  at	  the	  Tevatron	  and	  
LHC	  giving	  1-‐2	  GeV	  level	  determination	  of	  the	  MC	  mass	  
(or	  the	  pole	  mass).

Top-‐quark	  mass	  measurement	  alternatives

TOP-11-027 MT2 173.9 ±0.9 +1.7/-2.1 GeV
TOP-12-030 track(Lxy) 173.7 ±0.2 +1.6/-1.0 GeV
TOP-13-006 tt+jets 169.9 ±1.1 +2.5/-3.1 +3.6/-1.6 GeV
TOP-15-002 Eb peak    172.3 ±1.2 ±2.7 GeV
TOP-15-004 J/ψ +  l           173.5 ±3.0 ±0.9 GeV
TOP-15-008 endpoint  172.2 ±0.2 ±0.9 GeV
TOP-16-002 l-moment 171.7 ±1.1 ±0.5 +2.6/-3.1 +0.8 GeV

CMS	  notes	  (ref.	  talk	  by	  Jan	  Kieseler	  at	  Top2016)

8 5 Results

Figure 4: Comparison of nominal simulation and dominant systematics variation shapes with
data. The templates are normalized to the event yields in the data. The background contribu-
tions are included.

5 Results

The top-quark mass is extracted by a measurement of the peak position of the energy spectrum
of b-tagged jets as described in Section 3. The raw energy peak position in data is measured to
be Epeak = 66.28 ± 0.50 GeV. The calibration yields a value of Epeak = 67.45 ± 0.71 GeV, which
translates to a measured top-quark mass of mt = 172.29 ± 1.17 GeV (See Fig 5).
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Figure 5: (a) Fitted log(E) distribution in data. The calibrated mass measurement yields a value
of mt = 172.29 ± 1.17 (stat.)± 2.66 (syst.). (b) Calibrated statistical uncertainty on the energy
peak position in pseudo-experiments (the arrow indicates the value measured in data).
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CMS  PAS  TOP-15-004

Top-‐quark	  mass	  from	  leptonic observables

CMS  PAS  TOP-16-002

S. Kawabata et al. / Physics Letters B 741 (2015) 232–238 233

In this paper, we propose a new method for a precise mea-
surement of the top quark mass at the LHC. The method can de-
termine a theoretically well-defined top quark mass. It is based 
on the “weight function method,” which we proposed in Ref. [19]. 
As proven in Ref. [19], using the normalized energy distribution 
D(Eℓ) of a lepton ℓ (ℓ = e or µ) emitted from the parent particle 
in the laboratory frame, there exist an infinite number of weight 
functions W (Eℓ, m) with the following property: the weighted in-
tegral,

I(m) =
!

dEℓD(Eℓ)W (Eℓ,m), (1)

vanishes when m coincides with the true mass of the parent parti-
cle, i.e. I(m = mtrue) = 0. This property holds irrespective of the ve-
locity distribution of the parent particle. The weight functions are 
constructed with the prediction of the lepton energy distribution 
in the rest frame of the parent particle, which can be calculated in 
perturbative QCD.

This method can be used if the parent particle is scalar or 
unpolarized with respect to the direction of the parent particle 
boost. The SM prediction for the longitudinal polarization of the 
top quark in tt̄ pair production at the LHC is 0.003, generated 
by the weak interaction [20].1 Since this value is fairly small, our 
method is applicable (by including small corrections if necessary) 
to the measurement of the top quark mass, using the lepton in 
the semileptonic decay of the top quark: t → bℓν . Furthermore, 
since we use only the lepton energy distribution as an observable, 
this method is (in principle) independent of hadronization models 
in MC simulations. Thus, we can make a direct comparison of the 
perturbative QCD prediction and experimental data, which enables 
us to determine the MS mass of the top quark.

In the above weight function method, we assume an ideal 
limit where the narrow-width approximation of the top quark is 
valid and effects of detector acceptance, event selection cuts and 
background contributions can be neglected. There are deviations 
from the ideal limit, however. In this first study, we concentrate 
on the deviations due to experimental aspects, which should be 
formidable obstacles to achieve an accurate measurement of the 
top quark mass at hadron colliders. We perform a simulation anal-
ysis of the top quark mass measurement with the weight function 
method at the leading order (LO), taking account of effects of 
detector acceptance, event selection cuts and background contri-
butions. We study top quarks in tt̄ production which decay into 
lepton + jets final states at the LHC. We show that major ex-
perimental problems are estimated to be sufficiently tamed, and 
therefore, this method can be useful for a precise top quark mass 
determination.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we explain the 
setup and basics of our analysis. In Section 3, we examine effects 
of event selection cuts. We show the results of top mass recon-
struction in Section 4. We discuss possible problems and solutions 
in Section 5. Conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Setup and basics of analysis

We consider for the signal process, tt̄ productions and their 
subsequent decays into a muon plus jets at the LHC:

pp → tt̄ + X → µ± + jets + pmiss
T . (2)

For the background events, other tt̄ , W + jets, W bb̄ + jets and 
single-top processes are considered. Other tt̄ events include all 

1 One can show using parity invariance that the top quark polarization vector is 
perpendicular to the top quark boost direction in the QCD production process.

Fig. 1. Weight functions W (Eℓ, m) used in the analysis with m = 173 GeV, corre-
sponding to n = 2, 3, 5 and 15 in Eq. (6).

the decay channels of tt̄ except the above signal decay chan-
nel. In particular, the other lepton + jets channel e + jets, as 
well as the µ + jets final state, where µ is produced in tau lep-
ton decays, are regarded as background events. The W + jets and 
W bb̄ + jets events are generated by using the matrix elements of 
W + {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}-jets and W bb̄ + {0, 1, 2}-jets processes merged 
with parton-shower, respectively. The single-top background in-
cludes contributions from the t-channel, s-channel and W t associ-
ated production processes.

Both signal and background events are generated at LO using 
MadGraph/MadEvents [21] with 

√
s = 14 TeV, and they are passed 

to PYTHIA [22] subsequently. We use the parton distribution func-
tion CTEQ6L [23]. All these events are passed to the fast detector 
simulator PGS [24]. Pileup events are not considered. We generate 
8 × 106 events for the signal process.

The explicit form of a weight function is given by [19]

W (Eℓ,m) =
!

dED0(E;m)
1

E Eℓ
(odd fn. of ρ)

""""
eρ=Eℓ/E

, (3)

where D0(E; m) is the normalized lepton energy distribution in 
the rest frame of the parent top quark with the mass m. We can 
choose an arbitrary odd function of ρ in the bracket of the inte-
grand. At LO, D0(E; m) is given by

D0(E;m) ∝ E
#

m
2

$
1 − m2

b

m2

%
− E

&

×
#

arctan
$

mW

ΓW

%
− arctan

$
m2

W − µ2
max

mW ΓW

%&

× θ(0 < E < Emax), (4)

with

Emax ≡ m2 − m2
b

2m
,

µ2
max ≡ 2E(m2 − m2

b − 2mE)

m − 2E
, (5)

where mb , mW , and ΓW represent the masses of the bottom quark, 
W boson, and the width of the W boson, respectively. We choose 
for the odd function of ρ in Eq. (3) as

(odd fn. of ρ) = n tanh(nρ)/ cosh(nρ), (6)

with n = 2, 3, 5 and 15. Fig. 1 shows the weight functions used 
in the following analysis obtained from Eqs. (3)–(6) with m =
173 GeV. Because of their small weights around Eℓ = 0, where ef-
fects of the lepton cuts are large (see next section), we can expect 
that these weight functions are less sensitive to the cuts, compared 
to weight functions which have non-zero values around Eℓ = 0.

To check validity of the weight function method, we first exam-
ine the method at the parton level. We use for D(Eℓ) in Eq. (1) the 
lepton energy distribution of the signal MC events at the parton 

1. J/ψ method:

2. Mellin moments	  of	  E,	  pT:

3. Weight	  integral	  method:

Merits: lepton	  momentum	  precision,	  small	  FSI/hadronization uncertainties
→ small	  systematic	  error

Kharchilava (00)

Kawabata,Shimizu,Sumino,HY (14)
NLO	  analysis	  ongoing

Frixione,Mitov (14),
Biswas,Melnikov,Shulze (10)

mt = 173.5 ±3.0 ±0.9 GeV

mt = 171.7 ±1.1 ±0.5 +2.6/-3.1 +0.8 GeV

MJ/ +`

hE(2)
` i, hp(2)T `i, , ,

I(mt) =

Z
dE`D`(E`)W (E`;mt)

weight	  function

W(El,mt)	  is	  evaluated	  by	  pQCD in	  the	  top	  rest-‐frame
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Precise	  value	  of	  the	  top-‐quark	  mass	  is	  required

(I)	  to	  pin	  down	  the	  scale	  at	  which	  SM	  breaks	  down

(II)	  as	  an	  input	  to	  the	  electroweak	  precision	  test

New	  particle	  mass	  was	  predicted	  twice	  
in	  a	  history	  (top	  and	  Higgs)

Now,	  top	  mass	  becomes	  the	  bottleneck	  again.
By	  solving	  the	  top	  mass	  uncertainty,	  it	  could	  
give	  a	  scope	  to	  the	  new	  mass	  scale	  again.


